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 The rapid spread of coronavirus will weaken China’s GDP growth sharply in the 

short term, causing disruption for the rest of the world. We now expect global 

GDP growth to slow to just 1.9% y/y in Q1 this year and have lowered our 

forecast for 2020 as a whole from 2.5% to 2.3%, down from 2.6% in 2019. 

 Prior to the coronavirus outbreak, there had been signs that the worst was over for 

both world trade and the manufacturing sector. However, this tentative optimism has 

been dashed by the current disruption. 

 While the near-term impact of the virus is uncertain, the disruption to China will clearly 

be significant in Q1 – we expect Chinese GDP growth to plunge to just 3.8% y/y. Even 

though growth there will rebound in Q2 and Q3, it will take time for the loss in activity 

to be fully recovered and we now expect GDP growth of just 5.4% for 2020 as a 

whole, a downward revision of 0.6pp from last month. 

 Weaker Chinese imports and tourism and disruption to global supply chains will take a 

toll on the rest of the world, particularly in the Asia-Pacific region. And the shock will 

exacerbate the ongoing slowdown in the US and may result in the eurozone barely 

expanding for a second quarter running in Q1. 

 Weaker oil demand in the short term has prompted us to lower our Brent oil price 

forecast. We have cut our projection for growth in crude demand in 2020 by 0.2m b/d 

to 0.9 mb/d and now forecast Brent crude will average $62.4pb in 2020, down from 

about $65pb in our January forecast. 

 Quarterly global growth is likely to strengthen a little in H2 this year as the disruption 

fades and firms make up for the lost output earlier in the year and the effect of China’s 

policy response starts to feed through. But for 2020 overall, global growth is now likely 

to be just 2.3%, 0.2pp weaker than previously assumed as a result of the epidemic. 

 
 
 

 

 

The coronavirus 

outbreak will have 

major ramifications 

for both Chinese and 

global GDP growth in 

the short term… 

 

Lower growth in China and 
knock-on effects elsewhere 
mean we now expect global 
GDP growth to slump to 1.9% 
in Q1 and to average 2.3% in 
2020, down from 2.6% last 
year. 

 

…leading us to cut 

our near-term global 

growth forecasts, 

with 2020 now seen 

at just 2.3% 
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Country Change Background

Argentina
We have raised our GDP growth forecasts to -2.4% in 2019 

and -1.2% in 2020 (from -2.8% and -1.5% previously).

Better than expected Q4 2019 economic data means a less weak 

starting point for 2020. 

Brazil
2020 GDP growth forecast raised to 2.2% (from 2.0%) and 

2021 now seen at 2.4%. 

Domestic demand-led recovery still expected, helped by below-target 

inflation and historically low real interest rates.

China
We now forecast GDP will grow 5.4% in 2020, down from 

6.0% last month.

The coronavirus outbreak has a high but short-lived impact on 

consumption, also disrupting investment and industrial activity in Q1.

Eurozone
Our 2020 growth forecast has been cut to 0.8% for 2020 

(from 1.0% last month) before a pick-up to 1.3% in 2021.

Some signs of rising conficence in January, but weaker external 

environmant points to more subdued 2020. 

France
Our 2020 GDP growth forecast is cut to 0.9% from 1.2% 

last month, after 1.2% in 2019. 

Strikes against pension reform continue and, together with 

coronavirus concerns, are weighing on activity.

Germany
We have cut our 2020 GDP growth forecast to 0.5% from 

0.7% and now see inflation at 1.5%, down from 1.6%.

Coronavirus will hit external demand and industrial supply chains, 

delaying industrial recovery. Lower oil price forecast to slow inflation.

Hong Kong
We have lowered our GDP growth forecast for 2020 

sharply, to -2.8% from -1.4% previously.

Coronavirus is a new and significant headwind confronting the 

economy, which was already under pressure from civil unrest.

India GDP growth forecast for 2020 cut from 6.0% to 5.5%.  Domestic policy constraints and coronavirus are weighing on growth.

Italy
Growth forecast for 2020 lowered to zero from 0.3% last 

month.Expansion in 2021 still seen at 0.5%.

Weakening external demand and fiscal problems will continue to 

weigh on growth this year.

Japan
GDP growth forecast for 2020 raised to 0.5% (from 0.3%), 

with 2021 seen at 1.0%.

External environment and domestic demand are weak, but 

government stimulus should help put a floor under growth. 

Mexico
2020 GDP growth forecast cut to 0.5% from 0.9%, and 

January tax update lifts year-end CPI forecast to 3.6%.

Smaller statistical carry-over, depressed investment and impact of 

coronavirus dampening the growth outlook.

South Africa
GDP growth forecast for 2020 lowered from 0.9% to 0.4%; 

2021 cut from 1.7% to 0.9%

Energy situation outlook has deteriorated markedly and will be a 

severe drag on growth. Required policy reforms also not forthcoming.

Spain
We now forecast GDP growth of 1.6% in 2020 (from 1.7% 

previously), before a further slowdown to 1.5% in 2021.

Despite gaining momentum in Q4 2019, weaker global environment 

is dampening the trade outlook and job creation is weakening.

UK
Forecast for 2020 GDP growth nudged down to 0.9% from 

1.0% last month.

We expect the coronavirus outbreak to have a modest impact on the 

UK via softer global growth and supply chain disruption.

US
GDP growth forecast lowered 0.1pp to 1.6% in 2020 but 

nudged up to 1.8% in 2021. One rate cut still seen in June.
Adjustments made to reflect disruptions from coronavirus.

Source: Oxford Economics

Major forecast changes this month


